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CONTACTS / INFO

WEBSITE
www. oazabooks.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
instagram.com/oazabooks/

CONTACTS
info@oazabooks.com

nina.bacun@gmail.com
roberta.bartovic@gmail.com

OAZA BOOKS
Ilica 132, Zagreb, 

Croatia (EU)

VAT number 
HR23941254478
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OAZA BOOKS

After a significant number of collaborations in the  
field of design, six freelance artists—Nina Bačun,  
Ivana Borovnjak, Roberta Bratović, Tina Ivezić,  
Maja Kolar and Maša Poljanec—first established the 
Oaza—all female collective spontaneously in 2013 
and since 2014 it is formally active as Oaza Art 
Organisation. The authors share a reflective approach 
to work, as well as continuous engagement on projects 
commissioned by the independent cultural scene.

Since formally established, Oaza launched few  
large-scale project initiatives, one of them is Oaza 
Books; an independent publishing house of art,  
artistic research, poetry and illustration. Books  
are published and designed by Oaza. 
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OAZA BOOKS EDITIONS

aBook (artist’s books)
oaza&sons (illustrated books)
oBook (miscellaneous books)

Artist Book—aBook edition focuses on collaboration 
with exciting local artists and artists from around the 
globe delivering artists’ books that fuse contemporary 
art practice, graphic design and publishing. Curated 
by Klaudio Štefančić. In the context of the museum/
gallery routine, those three domains act mainly 
independent from one another: an artist presents his/
her work, a designer creates a publication about the 
exhibition and finally, a museum/gallery or a publishing 
house publishes a catalogue or a book. An art book as 
a genre, however, brings these three cultural practices 
so close together that sometimes it becomes difficult to 
distinguish them apart from one another. The key to the 
synergy is to emphasise every aspect of the process. 

Believing in transformative powers of children’s 
literature — in its simultaneous act as art, as pedagogy, 
as ethics and as a political practice — Oaza&Sons 
edition brings out a series of intelligent and inspiring 
illustrated books for children and adults.

Oaza Book—oBook edition is “all the rest” curated and 
edited by Oaza, from poetry to design research books.
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aBook 
ARTIST’S BOOK

1 
SEA OF PEOPLE  

by Tina Gverović

2
IMPORT-EKSPORT

by Hana Miletić

3
LANGUANGE, MATERIALITY, 

ACTIVITY, HABITS
by Michael Karlg

4
GOOD OR BAD IN VARIOUS BEDS

by Nora Turato
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aBook 
ARTIST’S BOOK

1 
SEA OF PEOPLE 

by Tina Gverović

Ink drawings, documentary collages of newspaper 
clippings and the text broken into a verse represent the 
processes of repercussions, sedimentations, accumula-
tions, history/materiality of particular traded elements/
valuable goods, sea trade/economy, migration, surplus 
of production, bodies in transit, bodies in transition. 
Drawings are composed of body parts, developed out 
of fragments of intertwined histories, stains, frottage 
marks, lines. Those shapes are considered as islands, 
both physically and in terms of time. They are a type of 
landscape caught in the process of forming. The text 
is comprised out of a collection of stories, fact and/or 
fiction, related to migration, the movement of people 
between places, and the movement of the sea. Text and 
drawings together suggest different entry points into 
possible readings of narratives, histories or identities 
without a clear beginning or an end.

200HRK (28€)

December 2017, English
15.5x21 cm, 110 pages, 100 copies

offset, softcover
NO ISBN

Edited by Klaudio Štefančić
Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović

PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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aBook 
ARTIST’S BOOK

2
IMPORT-EKSPORT

by Hana Miletić

Miletić has been collecting cards from cars’ wind-
screens in Brussels. She has been fascinated by their 
quantity and diversity, but also by their established 
visual communication. Phenomena, such as used cars 
traveling East, are thought provoking in relation to  
the EU economy, trade regulations, migrations,  
postcolonialism etc.

150HRK (20€)

Text by Vincent van Velsen

November 2018, English
14x19.5 cm, 156 pages, 100 copies

offset, softcover
ISBN: 978-953-59527-3-2
Edited by Klaudio Štefančić

Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović
PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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aBook 
ARTIST’S BOOK

3
LANGUANGE, MATERIALITY, 

ACTIVITY, HABITS
by Michael Karlg

There is no fixed methodology for artistic research pro-
cess has, it emerges during research and is dependent 
on the research subject. The making of this book is an 
artistic research process. Kargl started out to make a 
book and asked himself how to do it. Sticking to that 
question he realized that there are innumerable fac-
tors that influence the processes of collecting material, 
writing, selecting, editing, etc. That’s where the “artistic” 
in artistic research starts: you cannot list all the influ-
ences since you, your body, your mood, etc. are all part 
of it. There is no possibility to describe these processes 
from a fictional “outside” point of view. The only pos-
sibility is to try to find out how they work — in practice. 
By making a book about making a book.

150HRK (20€)

Contributors J. R. Carpenter, Joerg Piringer and Franz Thalmair

December 2018, English
20x28 cm, 140 pages, 100 copies

offset, softcover
ISBN: 978-953-59527-2-5
Edited by Klaudio Štefančić

Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović
PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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aBook 
ARTIST’S BOOK EDITION

4
GOOD OR BAD IN VARIOUS BEDS

by Nora Turato, 
courtesy of Lambda Lambda Lambda from Priština

A book of 32 loose posters questions the form of 
a book, it questions coherence, autonomy and 
order of words and sentences. Each poster is a bold 
graphic statement and an extension of Nora Turato’s 
performance practice.

350HRK (45€)

March 2019, English
34x48 cm (folded), 32 pages, 100 copies

offset, pvc case
ISBN: 978-953-59527-6-3
Edited by Klaudio Štefančić

Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović
PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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oaza&sons
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

1 
LETTERS FROM THE EDGE OF THE FOREST 

Jasna Jasna Žmak, Jelena Oroz

2
MME RUBINSTEIN’S FABULOUS PHOTOS

JJ Bibby, Adriana Lozano Román
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oaza&sons
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

1 
LETTERS FROM THE EDGE OF THE FOREST 

Jasna Jasna Žmak, Jelena Oroz

A group of illiterate forest animals discovers the power 
of written word and freedom of knowledge. Through an 
unusual comic-style approach the characters reveal 
the importance of being literate and the impact of 
acting as a community.

120HRK (16€)

Text by Jasna Jasna Žmak
Illustration by Jelena Oroz 

December 2017, English
15.5x21 cm, 110 pages, 100 copies

offset, softcover
NO ISBN

Edited by Klaudio Štefančić
Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović

PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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oaza&sons
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

2
MME RUBINSTEIN’S FABULOUS PHOTOS

JJ Bibby, Adriana Lozano Román

Characters from history and contemporary culture 
meet in this fantastic short novel. The story is set in a 
small town, where unusual events start to happen, right 
after sisters Darlingson began interviewing neighbours 
about their most valuable possessions for a school 
project. The most fun and bizarre “discovery” is the 
album with photographs taken by their extravagant 
neighbour — a retired photographer.

120HRK (16€)

Text by JJ Bibby
Illustration by Adriana Lozano Román

November 2019, English
19x255 cm, 60 pages, 200 copies

offset, hardcover
ISBN: 978-953-59527-7-0

Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović
PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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o Book
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

1 
PROJEKT ILICA VOL 1 

REGISTRY OF KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS 
Oaza

2
MADE IN

Oaza

3
CITY NEVER SLEEPS

by Ivana Đula

4
GENE

by Juan Echeverry

22



o Book
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

1 
PROJEKT ILICA VOL 1 

REGISTRY OF KNOWLEDGE HOLDERS 
Oaza

The printed edition of the Ilica Project published by 
Oaza art organization functions as a sort of design 
research project. The project was launched in 2014 
to open a new space for reflection, promotion and 
advocacy of design practice in a very specific area 
of social design that has only started developing in 
Croatia. This publication presents an overview of all 
activities done so far in the framework of the project 
and seeks to answer the question of how to use design 
tools to affect self-sustainability of the local community 
and consequently establish the continuity of local 
identity and creation of new values? 

200HRK (28€)

2017, Croatian / English
100 copies

offset, softcover
ISBN: 978-953-59527-0-8

Design by OAZA
PRINTING BY: Printera
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o Book
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

2
MADE IN

Oaza

The book is an accompanying artifact of the MADE IN 
exhibition, which celebrates the relationship of crafts 
and contemporary design. In terms of content, it takes 
on the role of an archive. In terms of form, it is the 
result of close collaboration between designers and the 
printer. This is evident in the attention to detail: the soft 
binding of a big volume, the use of black thread, the 
functional ribbon, the screen printing on the text block. 
The data hierarchy is solved by careful typographic 
decisions. The cover, on which the iterations of the 
MADE IN syntagm are repeated in an endless frieze, 
alludes to various aspects of anonymous production 
that the project critically questions.

0HRK (0€) / on demand

2020, English
cm, pages, 700 copies

offset, softcover
ISBN: 978-953-7641-83-2

Design by Ivana Borovnjak and Ana Marija Poljenec
PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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o Book
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

3
CITY NEVER SLEEPS

by Ivana Đula

If the city never sleeps, does that mean we never sleep 
either? And if we do not sleep, what are we struggling 
to hear? Is the nocturnal soundscape, with its loud 
street cafés and the occasional whimper of a child, 
truly the reflection of our urge to finally hear our inner 
voice? How come it is so fractured, dimmed, squeaky, 
exasperated, husky, so desperate for silence it seems it 
could vanish at any moment? Ivana Đula is not only the 
poet of one of the global cities (in this case Dubrovnik), 
but also the poet of silence. The silence is just like the 
moon. The more you reach for it, the further it seems. 
But it still shines.

200HRK (28€)

2020, Croatian
12x16 cm, 40 pages, 200 copies

offset, softcover
NO ISBN

Design by Nina Bačun and Roberta Bratović
PRINTING BY: Sveučilišna tiskara Zagreb
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o Book
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS

4
GENE

by Juan Echeverry

The devil Tarot card extracted as a book of drawings. 
The idea of an artist’s book Gene* comes as a 
recognition exercise; the reflecting pool makes visible 
a distorted figure that resembles self. On this thin layer 
lies the truth of the mirage. The devil sees it self and 
falls in love with his failure.

* A gene is the basic physical and functional unit of heredity.

130HRK (17€)

Illustration by Juan Echeverry

2019, English
21x29,7 cm, 12 pages, 50 copies
offset, hardcover (folder-map)

NO ISBN
Design by Nina Bačun, Roberta Bratović 

and Juan Echeverry
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